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Messages from the Chair of the Board and the CEO 
 

Hello 

It has been an unusual year for everyone. We 

are currently experiencing a situation that 

hopefully none of us will have to experience 

again: a worldwide pandemic, lockdowns, 

home schooling, home working and furlough 

at a grand scale, greater isolation and loss in 

various shapes and sizes. 

Adults have been expected to change working 

environment and educate their children at the 

same time; expected to manage restrictions 

and financial difficulties. Children and young 

people have been expected to learn and 

achieve as before without falling behind. 

Teachers have been expected to deliver 

training in unusual and inventive ways. Nurses 

and doctors have been expected to work 

around the clock with greater risk to their own 

health. Other essential workers have been 

expected to put their own needs and even 

health aside to provide for others. 

However, Battle Scars has really come into its 

own during this difficult time. 

Every day there are news articles about the 

increase in people suffering from mental 

distress leading to increased rates of self-harm, 

depression and suicide. Throughout this, Battle 

Scars has been there to help and its increased 

involvement is shown by the rise in 

participation in our various group meetings. 

The requirement that they have to be held 

virtually on zoom has in many cases been 

beneficial as people from all over the country 

have been able to take part. Our training work 

with professionals has similarly expanded 

across the country as it has become easily 

accessible without the need to travel. Battle 

Scars can now truly call itself a national 

organisation. 

Conversations about mental health have 

opened up in society and people are becoming 

more willing to discuss mental health issues, 

however, mental health remains woefully 

underfunded in the NHS. It accounts for 23% 

of the burden of ill health but just 11% of the 

NHS budget (source Sunday Telegraph 

16.5.21) so finding help can be hard, but Battle 

Scars has stepped in to fill the breach for so 

many people. 

We continue to expand and widen our forms 

of support to meet the rising demand for our 

services. Jenny, our CEO, has been very active 

and very successful in applying for funding for 

new projects and extra staff. Even though it 

didn’t happen until the new financial year, we 

now have six new part-time staff working on 

new projects. Our  Addiction Workbook has 

been launched and well received. We have 

expanded our networking and working 

partnerships.  

As we look to a hopefully brighter, yet 

uncertain future, Battle Scars is proud to 

continue to offer a vital service in challenging 

times. 

Jean Birch 

(Chair of the Board of Trustees) 

I am finding the connection so helpful  

Service user 
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And hello from me 

The impact this pandemic is having on mental 

health is already noticeable with much greater 

impact expected over the next few months and 

years. The future is still full of unknowns. So 

much loss of control is resulting into the 

inevitable increase in self-harm. No matter 

what the root of someone’s self-harm is, the 

desire to regain some level of control is 

present across the board, even if it’s not 

obvious. 

Same as other organisations we had to adapt 

to provide support in these difficult times. To 

help people feel less alone, to make sure they 

have safe spaces where they can be themselves 

with no fear of judgement, with total 

acceptance, with understanding and 

compassion. To support our existing services 

users, we started by converting as many of our 

existing services into virtual, fully aware of the 

shortcomings and problems of this delivery 

but having no other options due to our size 

and setup. We soon experienced high demand 

from people outside of Leeds and Wakefield 

and before we knew it, we were offering 

support to people anywhere in the UK.  

This pandemic has put Battle Scars on a slightly 

different path, the path of a national 

organisation, a path we hadn’t expected to 

walk on for a while yet. Despite the negative 

impact of this pandemic, our charity is coming 

out of it much stronger than we went in, with 

services we wouldn’t have developed 

otherwise, new volunteers and service users 

who no longer need to be local as well as 

becoming much richer in connections and 

friendships.  

Jenny Groves  

(Chief Executive)

 

Our aims 
 

Battle Scars was created to support anybody 

affected by self-harm. Based on our broad 

definition covering physical (external and 

internal) self-harm as well as psychological self-

harm (see Our definition of self-harm on the 

next page), we aim to help those who struggle 

with self-harm as well as those who support 

them.  

We aim to educate and break down the stigma 

surrounding self-harm. We are truthful, open 

and honest, explaining that self-harm can affect 

anybody of any age, gender and background.  

To meet our aims, we provide various survivor-

led services as well as publications and 

resources on our website.

I have been with Battle Scars now for 

coming up to 2 years. It is a safe place 

to share and you’re welcomed 

especially at the moment with the 

virtual groups. I have also attended the 

normal groups, which are just as good!! 

Everyone is listened to and respected. 

And it is like a family community and 

everyone looks out for each other, even 

on the fantastic Facebook page too. I 

would suggest anyone to give it a try. 

You won’t feel out of place, we all share 

the same thing!!! 

Service user 
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Our objectives – what we are doing and why 
 

We live in a society where the 

aspiration/wish/desire to be a “perfect” human 

being (successful, beautiful, intelligent etc.) is 

trying to co-exist with talking honestly about 

our mental health. Two concepts that clash and 

create confusion. We insist that our mental 

health is more important than our academic 

results, career developments and financial 

wealth. But there is no reduction in pressure, 

stress or demands that would allow us to look 

after our mental health and as a species we 

cannot adjust fast enough to this way of living.  

As adults we might be able to make informed, 

mature choices about what concepts we wish 

to believe and hopefully accept ourselves. But 

young people have neither the knowledge nor 

the experience to make the choice to reject the 

“perfect human being” idea. As they are 

grappling with such a contradiction, the world 

feels even more uncertain and more unsafe. As 

a result, their anxiety rises, their moods drop 

and their fears multiply. 

Generally, our society is not as accepting as it 

should be, as it needs to be. There is still a lot 

of discrimination and judgement in the school 

or workplace, family environment and 

community against people who struggle with 

their mental health and especially against those 

who use self-harm to manage life. Often people 

don’t reach out early enough and don’t wish to 

discuss their mental health difficulties for fear 

of being bullied, sacked or sectioned.  

We all have a duty to break down the stigma 

surrounding mental health and as a self-harm 

support organisation it’s our responsibility to 

constantly chip away at it.  

We constantly come across the belief that one 

needs to stop self-harming in order to achieve, 

be happy, pursue a career or a romantic 

relationship etc. We advise the opposite: one 

needs to pursue their dreams, one needs to 

achieve despite the self-harm so it gradually 

loses its function and importance.  

Our services’ aims are to provide safe spaces 

(physical or virtual) where people can get 

support but also where they can be themselves, 

where they can drop the pretence and not wear 

the “I’m fine mask”, where they are accepted as 

they are. That includes our volunteers, staff and 

trustees.  

This year we had to go 100% virtual with our 

adult groups and training which prove to be a 

huge success. But due to a number of issues, 

we had to reduce support for young people to 

only the Facebook group instead of providing 

virtual support for this age group.  

We also made the Battle Scars 12-step 

addiction programme workbook available and 

thanks to funding from the Tudor Trust we were 

able to print 160 copies. Thanks to the Brelms 

trust we upgraded our website to accept PayPal 

payments so we can easily make them available 

(we only charge a small admin fee and P&P).  

Funnily enough though, we still operate out of 

the CEO’s dining room with everybody working 

from home. 
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I was signposted to Battle Scars by a pain specialist nurse that I was seeing for my physical 

health problems. My self-harm began last year after a particularly bad reaction to 

medication I was prescribed for pain relief and anxiety. It affected me so badly that I was 

pushed to a very dark place and my self-harm began and with it came the guilt, self-

hatred and shame and a whole host of other emotions I struggled to understand. I had 

to be honest with my GP  as I knew I needed help to keep myself safe and with the pain 

specialist nurse as it involved medication. This is where I consider myself very lucky that 

she had a good insight into self-harm as she had worked in mental health previously and 

this is when she told me about Battle Scars. 

I was reluctant at first to reach out as I was so ashamed of the fact I was self-harming and 

struggling to control it and didn’t think I would be able to talk to others I didn’t know 

and was worried that although the group is a closed group someone might recognise 

me within it. I eventually decided to join the Facebook group and am so glad I did and 

when I posted my worries I was immediately reassured by Jenny and others that it is a 

strictly confidential closed group and everyone is there for the same reason I was. 

It’s something like 6 months since I first became aware of Battle Scars and it has been an 

absolute godsend for me. It has shown me that self-harm is not exclusive and can affect 

anyone at any time thus helping me deal with some of my negative self-thoughts. The 

reading resources available have provided me with the information and advice to self-

care and self-help. 

I have used the Facebook group as a place to express my anxieties when having a bad 

day, a place that has been instrumental at times in distracting me away from self-harm, 

a place that feels safe, with a community of people who really do understand what you 

are going through. 

After my initial fears about attending  a zoom peer support group I have now attended 

at least one group every 2 weeks and find it an invaluable hour in a safe place where 

there is no pressure to participate etc. if you don’t feel up to it and there is no fear of 

judgement. I overcame a big hurdle when I found the courage to join my first group but 

I was made to feel so welcome and it really doesn’t matter who is in the group or 

facilitating on any given day I always feel supported, listened to and so grateful that I 

found Battle Scars, which has become an integral part of my support network on this 

journey I never thought I would find myself on. 

Service user and volunteer 
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Our definition of self-harm 
 

Self-harm inflicted on the body with immediate 

and longer-term effect. Examples: cutting, 

burning, scratching, hitting, pulling hair, biting, 

picking skin, overdosing, self-poisoning, 

restricting intake of food, calorie counting, 

restricting intake of liquids (such as water and 

juice), bingeing, purging, laxative usage, over-

exercising, putting self in dangerous situations, 

risk taking that may result in injury or harm etc.  

Psychological harm to the self. Examples: 

neglect, obsessive negative thinking, 

sabotaging relationships, continually forming 

similar damaging relationships etc. 

Even though some people (especially young 

people) prefer the use of the term “self-injury”, 

we use – and will continue using – the term 

“self-harm” for several reasons:  

• the definition of self-injury is much 

narrower than ours and we’ve found that 

more often than not, people who self-

injure are also using other self-harm 

methods, often without being aware of 

them or realising that they are self-harm; 

• the term self-harm carries a large stigma 

and sometimes the only way to break that 

down is by calling something exactly what 

it is; 

• we need to openly talk about the various 

forms of self-harm in order to break down 

myths such as “self-harm means cutting” 

which can prevent people reaching out 

for help. 

We are therefore trying to make the term 

accepted and normalise talking about it.  

 

Our Achievements 
 

Our main achievement this year was adapting. 

We came to terms with using video 

conferencing despite the majority of us not 

being keen on the idea! But we overcame our 

fears and gave it a go. We cannot imagine 

Battle Scars without Zoom now, without 

reaching people in other parts of the country 

while staying at home. How difficult it will be to 

re-adjust to face-to-face meetings and services 

still remains to be seen.  

We have been able to keep up with demand 

and retain our non-referral services with many 

people discovering us via social media or our 

website and many others being signposted to 

us by mental health and other professionals 

from all over the UK.  

We were even able to recruit volunteers from 

out of Yorkshire. And at the end of the year, we 

recruited 2 staff, a totally new experience for us, 

to join the CEO in creating a dedicated paid 

team from April 1st.  

A sense of belonging is one of the most 

common comments we get from the people we 

support. We are proud to have created the safe 

space so many people need.  

Obviously, there were no face-to-face events 

taking place this year with only a handful of 

virtual ones. For Self-Harm Awareness Day (1st 

March) we were able to run two interactive 

virtual events talking about self-harm myths 

and realities attended by 120 DWP staff as well 

as a similar session later in that week which was 

attended by 55 Leeds City Council staff.  
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Thanks to one of our volunteer’s efforts, we 

were finalists for the Marsh Awards in the 

Doing it for Ourselves category. 
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Impact & Value 

Who we have reached and what difference our work has made 

 

Adult services 

 

From running 6 drop-in, no-booking-required, 

face-to-face peer support groups every 4 

weeks in the Leeds and Wakefield areas we 

closed this financial year with 6 fortnightly UK 

virtual groups which are shorter in length to 

avoid Zoom-fatigue but offer more choice to 

our service users.  

We gingerly started in May by offering a virtual 

group to existing service users, then opened 

them up to anybody based in Leeds and 

Wakefield. One “standard” group soon became 

3: one on Tuesday morning, one on Friday 

afternoon and one on Monday evening.  

We decided to make these groups an hour long 

with a topic for discussion selected by the 

facilitators. Soon, thanks to one of our 

volunteer leaders, we became inventive and 

started introducing various activities. Slowly we 

picked up methods to do the activities using 

virtual tools and in a lot of ways it started 

feeling like the sky was the limit. The volunteers 

started coming up with really interesting ideas 

making the group experience very visual and 

interactive.  

In order to control attendance and manage the 

different challenges virtual groups offered, a 

new online booking system was set up. 

Volunteers on hold willing to give virtual 

groups a go were trained and existing face-to-

face facilitators were re-trained, to create more 

virtual group facilitator teams of two. All virtual 

group facilitators attended the virtual version 

of our safeguarding awareness workshop 

specifically designed to address safeguarding 

in a virtual environment.  

We started advertising the groups through our 

usual social media channels, our website and in 

our Facebook peer support group and started 

getting a lot of enquiries whether the groups 

were open to people outside Leeds and 

Wakefield. It soon became evident that there 

was a lot of demand so we make the groups 

available to any adult in the UK. 

Thanks to input from our Facebook group 

members, it became apparent that a lot of 

people need support even when they manage 

their urges quite successfully and often wish to 

have that support already in place in case it’s 

required. In order to support those whose 

urges are more under control or are too 

worried the standard groups might be 

triggering, in October we set up the 

Inbetweeners group offering support with a 

lighter touch. The option to join both the 

standard and the Inbetweeners group is 

available to all and it’s up to them to gauge 

which group would suit them most at that 

specific time. We also wanted to ensure that 

there was always a smooth and easy transition 

between the standard and Inbetweeners group 

so needs could always be met without 

embarrassment.  

By December the standard groups were filling 

up within an hour of opening bookings. One 

group was fully booked within 21 minutes. The 

decision to increase the number of groups was 

taken a few minutes later! 2 existing and 4 new 

volunteers came forward to help out and went 

through the revised and expanded virtual 

group facilitator training. 
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Two more daytime groups were launched in 

February with firm plans to add an extra 

evening group. More groups will be set up 

depending on volunteer availability and 

demand with the aim of having groups running 

on even more days (including weekends) and at 

a variety of times. Also, our facilitators decided 

to run the groups even if they drop on holidays 

to avoid gaps in support.  

Please check out the end of this report for 

pictures of various group activities.  

Altogether, we ran 74 standard groups with a 

total attendance of 770, an average of 10.4 per 

group:
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Plans for the future 

The virtual groups have not only made our 

services available to those not based in Leeds 

or Wakefield but we have been able to reach 

local people who were unable to get to the 

face-to-face groups due to disabilities or 

difficulties using public transport etc. Due to 

these groups’ success, we made the decision 

that all virtual services will continue even after 

all restrictions are lifted, something that was 

extremely reassuring to those living too far 

away to access physical groups.  
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Work with young people & supporting families 

 

We had to unfortunately suspend all services 

working directly with young people in schools 

and colleges.  

Even though some school staff attended our 

virtual training for professionals all other 

contact with schools ceased but we have 

maintained contact with other organisations 

supporting young people both in Leeds and 

nationally with the help of the Young Lives 

Leeds project amongst other networking 

initiatives. 

Once again, the virtual world allowed us to 

create a service we had been wanting to set up 

for quite some time: a regular parents/family 

support group, a group that is open to any 

adult family members of someone who self-

harms. The person who self-harms can be 

under or over 18. This is the most demanding 

out of all our groups as we’re dealing with 

family members who are desperate for peer 

support, guidance, advice and understanding, 

who are feeling extremely isolated and unable 

to broach this subject with their friends and 

families due to the stigma surrounding self-

harm. Numbers for this group are usually low 

which works quite well as it allows us to give 

each member the time and support they need. 

Being a disabled single parent and someone who self-harms there was always a level of 

isolation and loneliness. I had connections with others but not on a level I could open up 

and feel understood. Battle Scars is like a family, so welcoming, friendly and inviting with 

no judgement and I love going to the groups. They've changed my life for the better and 

I always look forward to attending the sessions. I would be truly lost without them. 

I’ve recently started attending the Battle Scars support groups on zoom and have found 

them to be friendly and supportive – just being able to spend time with other people 

who self-harm, who really get it, is a real source of stability and reassurance. I feel less 

isolated and more able to get through the week, knowing that they’re there. 

I began to self-harm again a few months ago, after a 15-year hiatus, following a build-

up of anxiety due to work, divorce, lockdown and single parenting. I managed to confide 

what I was doing to a counsellor, but really struggled to open up to anyone else. Finding 

the Battle Scars group on Facebook was an absolute lifeline – a community of people 

talking openly about self-harm and supporting each other. Being able to ask questions, 

feel supported and valued, and supporting others has helped remove some of the shame 

from my self-harm, and has enabled me to open up to a few friends, and to build my 

“off-line” support network. It’s helped me understand a bit about why I do it, offered 

suggestions for alternative release mechanisms when needed, and helped me keep 

myself safe. 
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We have a growing number of regulars who are 

now able to extend their support to newer  

members.  

Plans for the future 

We are expecting the parents/family group to 

go from strength to strength with possibly a 

second such group added. We are also hoping 

to set up face-to-face groups in Leeds and 

Wakefield.  

We have received funding to look into 

developing services for young people, a 12-

month project starting in June. There is a lot of 

need and a lot of difficulties in developing 

effective and appropriate support for young 

people. In the meantime. thanks to the 

Addressing Self-Harming in Leeds funding we 

have now received, we will be launching a 

weekly face-to-face group for 16-25’s.  

I am a mum of a 15-year-old who tried to take her own life at 13 and started self-harming 

at 13. Now 15 she’s been sectioned for 3 1/2 months. Found this group and love it. Can’t 

thank this group enough of how much I have reached out and found the help I needed. 

I’ve also attended one virtual group which was lovely but life has just got in the way to 

join any more. But I plan to. 

I was very nervous the first time I attended. I wasn't sure what to expect and I was afraid 

of being judged. Also, I was worried it was going to be really depressing and upsetting. I 

find the group really supportive and a safe space to talk about anything. I felt it was good 

to hear from others going through the same thing. 

My daughter is self-harming and I find the group a really good way to process this 

because being new to all this I'm still struggling to get my head together. It's good to 

get support so that you can support the person you are supporting. Without looking 

after yourself you can't do this. That's another thing the group helped with not feeling 

guilty to take time out when it gets too much. 

Me and my husband joined Battle Scars support group this year. From just a few 

meetings, we have gained a lot of knowledge and also ideas of how to help our son. It 

was very daunting at first, as we didn’t know what to expect from the group, but we were 

put at ease from the start. We so look forward to the meetings now, as everyone is in the 

same position. We really can say what we are having to deal with. There is no judgment 

or having to make excuses of why our son self-harms.  Even though Covid has stopped 

the group face to face, doing it on zoom is just as productive. We never end the session 

feeling down or upset, we actually leave smiling.  

I feel like I have come home in that I have found a safe place to talk about issues myself 

and both my daughters face in relation to self-harm with other people who understand. 
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Demographics about our virtual groups 

 

Approximately 47% of attendees were from 

Leeds postcodes with an overall 61% of 

attendance from Yorkshire. The Do Something 

Different group (see Work with Partners) was 

only available to Leeds residents.  

 

Private Facebook group 

 

This group is a vital service providing around 

the clock support to 3,102 members which 

represents a nearly 40% increase from last year. 

The best thing about the group is the ethos of 

acceptance and compassion along with the 

obvious desire by members to offer help.  

The admin/moderator team are always vigilant 

but also always compassionate and try to deal 

with any rule breaking with the utmost 

sensitivity.  

Plans for the future 

To increase the admin team to allow existing 

members to temporarily step down as and 

when required to protect their wellbeing.  
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This group is a safe place for me to open up about how I am feeling, full of supportive 

people who actually understand, care and can challenge my negative thoughts. 

I don’t comment much as I don’t feel qualified to do so. I do find myself wanting to wrap 

my arms around you all most days. As a mum this group has helped me gain a real 

understanding for anyone dealing with day-to-day self-harm. Thank you for letting me 

be part of that. 

In the Battle Scars group I feel like I can express myself without being judged and I like 

that it’s a private group so no one I know knows what I’m writing etc. I feel safe with this 

group. 
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Training for professionals 

 

Like most organisations we decided to turn our 

training virtual. We tested the Q&A sessions on 

self-harm and eating disorders first and then, 

due to demand, we turned our full 1-day 

workshop on self-harm into a virtual session 

too.  

There were a multitude of tech issues we all had 

to deal with but with some flexibility and 

ingenuity, the sessions were delivered 

successfully.  

Over the past year we trained 180 

professionals, about half the number we 

normally train in a year, but as our reputation 

grows and information about us is reaching 

organisations out of the Yorkshire area, we are 

getting more interest from much further afield. 

This year we had the pleasure of training a 

number of staff and volunteers from Forward 

Leeds, Leeds Children’s Services (residential 

care), Leeds Recovery College and DPJ 

Foundation (Wales) amongst many others.  

Plans for the future 

Virtual training is not the same as face-to-face 

but it can be engaging and interactive. It’s 

easier for people to fit in and can be attended 

irrelevant of where one is based. One more 

virtual service here to stay but we will be 

reintroducing all our face-to-face training that 

will be delivered in all areas within reasonable 

driving distance. We will continue providing our 

survivor-led training on self-harm and eating 

disorders to any professional in the UK. 

Battle scars is a place where I can find help and support when I feel like isolating myself, 

it is a place where I won't be judged and can say how I really feel. 

My daughter started self-harming age 14 a few months ago, she spent 3 weeks in a clinic 

getting the help she needed. I am constantly reading up on self-harm, what it is, what it 

isn’t, how everyone feels when they do, how they celebrate when they don’t. As a mom, 

I have learnt so much from everyone who is just openly expressing their joy, their hurt, 

their pain, their sadness, their elation, whatever it is, it's always real. A fantastic platform 

to share, to vent, to celebrate, and always comes with supportive comments. I have learnt 

so much from everyone on this group, it’s helped me be more understanding and 

supportive of what my daughter is going through. I thank you all xx 

I found the training very insightful and 

very useful for my role here in the 

[children’s residential] home. It gave me 

a better understanding. Thank you for 

your honesty and sharing your 

experiences, it will help many others 

understand this too. 

Thank you again. Be proud of yourself 

because the world needs more people 

like you. 

Brilliantly helpful and approachable 

trainer. 
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Website & Social Media

As always, we keep our website updated and 

relevant. It is our “one-stop-shop” when it 

comes to information about Battle Scars and 

our services. Last year we had over 10,000 

unique visitors.  

An amazing team of volunteers is managing 

our social media on Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram and LinkedIn spreading the word.  

Plans for the future 

We already need a dedicated member of staff 

to coordinate our marketing and social media 

presence so we will try to secure funding for  
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Website and social media 

 

As always, we keep our website updated and 

relevant. It is our “one-stop-shop” when it 

comes to information about Battle Scars and 

our services. Last year we had nearly 9,000 

unique visitors.  

An amazing team of volunteers is managing 

our social media on Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram and LinkedIn spreading the word.  

Plans for the future 

We already need a dedicated member of staff 

to coordinate our marketing and social media 

presence so we will try to secure funding for 

this role. Social media is the best way to reach 

people anywhere in the world, break down the 

stigma surrounding self-harm and reassure 

those who self-harm that we do understand. 

 

 

 

Other projects/activities 

 

After longer than a year in the making and the 

involvement of over 50 Battle Scars service 

users and volunteers, the 12-step Self-harm 

Addiction Programme workbook became 

available in December. Thanks to the Tudor 

Trust, the workbook is free to order but there is 

a small admin charge of £1 as well as postage 

when requesting the hard copy (please see 

back of report for workbook content). 

Many of our service users’ families do not know 

that they self-harm, something we take into 

consideration when posting the workbook 

making sure there is no indication it’s coming 

from a self-harm support organisation.  

84 copies have so far been ordered by people 

as far as the USA, Canada and Australia. 
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Before long it became apparent that 

professionals wanted to check this workbook 

out or needed a copy themselves in order to 

work with the people they were supporting. By 

January we had made a special PDF version 

available to them and 10 copies have been 

ordered by various mental health professionals, 

professionals working in charities as well as 

primary care.  

Early feedback has been very positive with 

people recognising but overcoming the 

challenges and making good, steady progress. 

A system is being set up to obtain feedback 

from everybody who has got a copy at the 6 

and 12-month points to see how they are 

progressing and what improvements will need 

to be made when we carry out a full review of 

the workbook at the end of 2022.  

We also turned our 2-hour self-harm workshop 

virtual for delivery via the Leeds and Wakefield 

Recover Colleges. We managed to keep it fully 

interactive and engaging.  

Plans for the future 

Apart from the new funding which will cover 

the costs of the 16-25’s peer support group, we 

have been awarded funding to set up and run 

a phone follow-up service for those who have 

presented to hospital or Minor Injury Units for 

treatment of self-harm injuries. This is still at the 

very early stages of development.  

So far we have not had been able to secure 

funding for a project looking into men getting 

support for self-harm and ways to encourage 

them to acknowledge their behaviour and 

attend our services.  

A longer-term project will be looking into 

approaching minor ethnic communities and 

developing ways to support them.

       

Work with partners 
 

Following the Crisis Summit in January 2020, 

the Mental Health Collaborative project ground 

to a halt. Towards spring this year, it started 

picking up momentum again. We have been 

working closely with Leeds Involving People to 

present case studies which will become the 

basis for the work the Collaborative will focus 

on during the next few months as we’re trying 

to develop robust, compassionate support 

throughout someone’s crisis journey (not just 

focusing on the crisis point). 

The researchers for the project FReSHSTART 

run by the University of Leeds set up a more 

regular Covid-19 support group for the 

organisations involved in the project. It has 

been an incredibly useful initiative that has 

helped us forge links with other self-harm 

organisations in the country such as Self Injury 

Support UK and Harmless as well as other 

mental health organisations supporting adults, 

young people or people from ethnic minority 

communities.  

We linked up with Mentally Healthy Leeds, a 

Touchstone project, to run the Do Something 

Different virtual group every 4 weeks. This is an 

activity and discussion mix group where we’ve 

done craft, magic tricks, music that has 

significant meaning for us, massage and even a 

“don’t-show-and-tell” session linking up to 

what we find grounding, using “masking” to 

avoid showing how we’re feeling, items that 

give us comfort etc. Considering this group was 

meant for face-to-face delivery, we’ve had to be 

very imaginative but it has been quite 

successful.  
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As always, we work closely with our service 

users and volunteers to develop and improve 

services and we are now more confident to 

partner with other organisations with funding 

bids.  

Plans for the future 

We are looking forward to more partnerships 

and collaboration with other organisations 

both voluntary sector and statutory, both local 

and national.

 

Volunteers 
 

Even though the number of volunteers stayed 

about the same as last year at 35 there have 

been some departures due to lack of 

appropriate opportunities with us in the 

foreseeable future or some volunteers have 

now moved on but we also had some new 

arrivals. A number of our volunteers have been 

on hold since the first lockdown, mostly 

because they do not wish to get involved with 

virtual work. We are grateful they have decided 

to remain on our books and we are hoping to 

mobilise them again soon.  

Many existing local volunteers took the plunge 

to get involved in the virtual work and have 

made incredible progress as well as a huge 

difference to our work. What we started 

experiencing more though, was recruiting 

volunteers from other parts of the UK as more 

distant service users showed interest in 

volunteering. We turned all volunteering 

training virtual and this is a part of the 

volunteer programme we are going to maintain 

to continue expanding the Battle Scars 

community.  

I began volunteering as a moderator on the Facebook page. I was welcomed by the 

team and have always felt that I can ask about anything I’m not sure about in the Admin 

channel and get support. There’s a real rapport amongst the team.  

I did my formal volunteer induction last year. It was very thorough and I felt that it 

informed me about Battle Scars and equipped me to broaden my volunteering. The 

safeguarding training was especially in depth, which was reassuring as we often interact 

with people who are vulnerable.  

I’m really impressed by the support and opportunities it’s given me. I’ve had my first 1-

2-1 (these are both more frequent and more useful than the ones I get at my place of 

employment!) and I’ve attended the one-day virtual self-harm awareness training. I’ve 

recently started facilitating a virtual peer support group and have been provided with 

the training and equipment I needed. A year ago I couldn’t have imagined myself feeling 

confident enough to do this. I’m really grateful for the opportunity. Battle scars and I 

met at one of the lowest points in my life but it’s very much been my silver lining. 

Volunteers 
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Apart from virtual group facilitators (the role 

the majority of our volunteers have) we have 

volunteers doing marketing, social media and 

IT work (an area we had to heavily invest in over 

the past year) and we set up the new role of 

Battle Scars Ambassador. This is still a very new 

role which we are hoping to develop more in 

the coming year.  

Our volunteers have shown resilience and 

adaptability that is a credit to them. We are 

extremely grateful to them for their continued 

efforts and support.  

 

Plans for the future 

Developing existing volunteers is always a 

priority. We will need volunteers to facilitate the 

16-25’s group as well as a large number to take 

part in the phone follow-up service. These will 

have to be local volunteers who can easily 

facilitate at the Lovell Park Hub or who have a 

good knowledge of local services.  

We expect demand for the virtual groups to 

continue increasing and we will be able to give 

more opportunities to existing volunteers to 

have more involvement or recruit and train as 

required.  

 

Trustees and AGM 
 

Last year’s AGM took place virtually in 

September – delayed hoping we could do it 

face-to-face. A 6th trustee was voted in and 

joined the board bringing different skills to the 

organisation. Two longer-serving trustees 

stepped down and were voted back in.  

This year’s AGM will again take place virtually. 

No trustees are due to step down and we do 

not require any new trustees. 

Plans for the future 

We will be looking into running a hybrid AGM 

next year so we that our members, volunteers 

and service users out of Leeds can join us. 

Staff 
 

Despite out plans last year, our CEO remained 

our only member of staff for the last financial 

year. But thanks to funding from Awards For All 

(The National Lottery Community Fund) we 

were able to recruit 2 new home-based part-

time staff helping out with the virtual groups 

and their administration who started work on 

April 1st.  

Plans for the future 

Same as our volunteers, we will be focusing 

quite a lot on developing existing staff. As per 

our policy, we will always aim to recruit from 

volunteers and then from service users; 

continue supporting and encouraging growth 

and stability, as well as gaining from their 

loyalty and existing experience and skills.  

Thank you so much for all your hard 

work - you are so appreciated! 
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We wish to build an organisation where staff do 

not have to hide their struggles with self-harm 

and mental health, where we can provide 

appropriate support and flexibility, where they 

feel safe. Battle Scars has and will retain peer 

support as the main focus, an organisation 

where the staff support each other across all 

levels, where we build working relationships 

based on honesty.

 

Funding and strategic plan 
 

Shortly before the pandemic we had put 

together a 5-year strategic plan. We had to 

extensively modify this plan and, with advice 

from Voluntary Action Leeds and NCVO, we 

went for a more realistic and, hopefully, 

predictable, 2-year plan.  

Our main funders, the Tudor Trust, have once 

again, supported us throughout the pandemic 

with both money and signposting to very useful 

resources. We have felt valued and appreciated 

and we have been very grateful for their 

ongoing support.  

We had the pleasure of meeting the Brelms 

Trust trustees and, as a result, received the 

instalment for year 2 of their grant.  

We were awarded £10,000 from Awards For All 

(The National Lottery Community Fund) 

covering the above two new posts and relevant 

expenses.  

We were also awarded £2,500 from the Charles 

& Elsie Sykes Trust to look more closely into 

support provision for young people, a project 

that is starting on June 1st.  

A number of unexpected and very generous 

donations were also very gratefully received.  

Plans for the future 

There is still a lot of uncertainty about things 

returning to “normal”. There will be some more 

adjustments to make and some services will 

have to be modified. But we are hoping to not 

only continue with some pre-covid plans but 

also to hopefully set up face-to-face services in 

other parts of the UK.  

A selection of short educational, information 

and training videos are also in the pipeline.  
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Finances 

  

Breakdown Total

43,277£       

Restricted funds 35,599£      

Unrestricted funds 7,678£        

Restricted funds 19,250£       

Awards For All 10,000£      

The Brelms Trust 3,250£        

The Charles & Elsie Sykes Trust 2,500£        

The Tudor Trust 3,500£        

Unrestricted funds 4,530£         

General donations 1,442£        

Fees & charges 2,593£        

Membership 170£           

Other incomd 325£           

23,780£     

Salaries 29,839£       

Payroll charges 168£            

Travel 35£              

Training & information 371£            

Crisis cards 420£            

Website & email 742£            

Consumables 490£            

Equipment 2,630£         

Insurance 323£            

Advertising 252£            

Phone 63£              

Printing & postage 1,753£         

Other payments 40£              

Accountancy & independent examination 260£            

12-step Addiction Programme 191£            

37,577£     

Restricted funds 19,220£      

Unrestricted funds 260£           

Reserves 10,000£      

29,480£     

Carried forward 

TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD TO 2021-2022

Summary of financial accounts

INCOME

TOTAL INCOME

EXPENDITURE

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

Brought forward 
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Virtual group activities 
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Addiction workbook extracts  
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www.battle-scars-self-harm.org.uk 

info@battle-scars-self-harm.org.uk 

07410 380747 
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